Top Poses for Brides & Grooms - Wedding
Photography and Videography
It’s your wedding day and your creative team (wedding photographers
and wedding videographers) have arrived and all of a sudden your
feeling completely overwhelmed… It’s actually happening!

Your getting married!
To be prepared for this moment it’s helpful to have a little inspiration of
poses (on your phone, for example), that are rehearsed and ready to
whip out at a moments notice. In this blog we will tell you 5 of the most
natural and beautiful poses for couples on there wedding day.

Bridal Pose 1 - Natural Beauty
In this pose:
• Bride standing straight and facing towards or off-camera with the
bouquet right in front of her navel.
• This the most simple and natural pose for brides.
• You can elevate this pose by looking down at your bouquet or
off-camera rather than at the camera.

Bridal Pose 2 - Look back at it
In this pose:
• Bride is standing straight, back facing the camera.
• In this pose we have the ability to capture the details of your
dress’s beading, buttons, laces, etc. This pose works for all
dress types (ball gown, mermaid, drop waist etc).
Hands are holding your bouquet in front of your navel or
•
comfortably resting in front of you. To elevate the pose you can
look over your shoulder but not at the camera, but rather your
shoulder.
• An additional element can be to have your bouquet in your hand
simply hanging down to the side.

Bridal Pose 3 - Adjustments
In This Pose:
Brides are alone, with one other person or a small group
•
(bridesmaids/friends).
• In this set of poses you will be readjusting certain moments of
your preparation. You and your hairdresser can be spraying
hairspray. Or you and your mom can be rebuttoning or rezipping
your dress. You can be standing readjusting your earrings or a
necklace.
• For these your creative team will have you reenact these
moments to capture the movement so don’t feel shy to act
natural and laugh. For these poses it’s best to ignore the camera
and be in the moment.

Bridal Pose 4 - The silhouette
In This Pose:
• Silhouette shots are highly demanded photos and video footage
that most brides would love to have in their photo albums and
their wedding highlights films.
• For these shots you can stand back against the camera like in
Bridal pose 2 or you can stand strictly profile. Standing against
the light allows a big contrast between highlights and shadows,
so your silhouette will clearly stand out.
• This pose is already dramatic but to pump up the drama we
highly suggest to steer clear of just looking at the camera and
look away at profile.

Bridal Pose 5 - Strut your stuff
In This Pose:
• These photos and videos can be captured with a little bit of
walking.
• The natural movement of walking allows movement to be
captured while still creating a stunning photo/video of your dress
train trailing behind you.
• This pose often brings out elements of your dress that wouldn’t
otherwise be highlighted without the movement, by creating a
flowing effect.

Bridal Pose 6 - The twirl
In This Pose:
• Depending on the fit and cut of your wedding dress, this is one of
the most fun and easy-breezy poses a bride can do.
• Add in a big beautiful smile, and this one is made for the ‘gram.

Couple Pose 1 - The Space Between
In This Pose:
• The couple stands side by side with a small space between.
• This pose is a nice way of capturing the essence of the two
separate and then becoming one.
• A nice contrast to all of the images to come of you together.

Couple Pose 2 - The Joining of Rings
In This Pose:
• The couple faces each other and holds their rings together.
• The focus of this photo is typically on the rings, getting a sharp
focus on their beauty, as well as the beauty of the couple coming
together behind.
• The couple can be posed looking at each other, kissing, or with
rings on and hands laid on top of each other
• A nice pose that is a little less “traditional” and creative.

Couple Pose 3 - The Hard Stare
In This Pose:
• The couple stands face to face staring into each others eyes.
• This pose captures the connection of the couple.
• Typically these shots will be captured during the couples session
either during the “golden hour” or after first look.
• An additional take on this pose is to have the couple lying down
and staring into each others eyes or to have the groom lifting the
bride and staring up into her eyes.
• The important capture in this pose is the stare, we often will hold
this pose for a little bit and have you really think of your partner.
This is done to relax you both and truly capture the feeling,
rather than being posed.

Couple Pose 4 - The Embrace
In This Pose:
• The couple stands side by side arm around arm, leaning slightly
into each other.
• This pose can be taken either from the back looking over your
shoulders, or from the front, often with one looking slightly away
and the other looking at their partner.
• This is one of the more “traditional” poses and is often used in
multiple settings.
• This pose is often taken with the groom removing his jacket to
give the shot a more relaxed feel, as if the couple is simply on a
walk and stopping to share an embrace.

Couple Pose 5 - The Embrace (Bouquet)
In This Pose:
• Very similar to the Embrace in pose 4, add in the bouquet.
• Taken from the front with the bride holding her bouquet at her
naval.
• This pose captures the beauty of several elements; your
backdrop, the dress, the suit, the bouquet, the boutonnière, and
of course the couple. After all without you the rest is just “stuff”!

Couple Pose 6 - Under the Veil
In This Pose:
• The couple stands side by side with the brides veil draped over
the couple.
• This pose shows the couple having an intimate moment while
being hidden away. We see you over there…

Couple Pose 7 - Will You Hold My Hand?
In This Pose:
• The couple stands side by side or can be moving while holding
hands.
• A more casual shot sometimes best caught in the moment.
• As we move from location to location taking your photos, we
always encourage our couples to hold hands, lean into each
other, and genuinely take in and soak up the moment. Some of
the best candid or casual shots come from this time.
• We want you to enjoy your photo sessions, and often in the
busyness of the day it’s easy to never really get to take it all in.
When you're finally alone and taking photos can be a perfect
time to sort of take a breathe and just enjoy each other! Makes
for great photos too!

Couple Pose 8 - The Golden Hour!
In This Pose:
• The holy grail of wedding photography!
• This is just as the sun is setting and the beautiful colors that we
are blessed with are taken full advantage of.
• If possible you’ll want to try and time your ceremony or other
times around this hour so that we can sneak away for a little bit
to capture some great photos.
• Be prepared because we will probably move quickly during this
time! No lally gagging here!
Pro Tip!
Check the sunset times ahead of time for your special day! I promise your
photographer will already know, but it’s helpful for the couple to know this as well
for planning out their time line.
Pro Tip 2!
Worried about rain? Has it been raining the day of your wedding?
Sometimes we’re blessed by rain… For every storm, a rainbow.

Groom Pose 1 - The Boy’s
In This Pose:
The groom is often surrounded by his groomsmen in a fun relaxed environment.
•
This is often how we like to start out our shots with the groom, just to loosen
•
things up a bit and get the dreaded fear of the camera out of the way.
It’s no secret most grooms don’t want their pictures taken, so by showing them it
•
can be fun and were not here to eat them, this shot can often make all the others
to follow much better.
If there is something special that the groom would like to bring into this shot,
•
we’re all for it!

Groom Pose 2 - Button
In This Pose:
• The groom places one hand grasping the button of his coat while
looking past the camera.
• This is a good way to capture some those details like a watch or
cuff links that sometimes get covered in other shots.
• Since grooms suits or tuxes typically are darker in color its
always nice to have a bright contrasting background to really
bring out the brilliance of their attire.

Groom Pose 3 - Out the Window
In This Pose:
• The groom is posed looking out a window.
• Another take on this pose is to have the groom in front of a
window and have the shot taken from the side to catch his
reflection in the window or glass.

Groom Pose 4 - The Classic Shadow
In This Pose:
• The groom is placed in front of a light source to highlight the
shadows of the face and shoulders.
• Sometimes just lighting and a simple background can truly
capture the classic elegance of a man in a suit.

Groom Pose 5 - Lose the Jacket
In This Pose:
• The groom is without his jacket and buttoning his cuff link.
• This pose can be used to highlight the grooms details such as
suspenders, cuff links, and ring.
• Grooms wedding rings have evolved a lot in recent years, now
being made of other precious metals other than gold, it’s not just
the girls that get to show off some “bling”!

Groom Pose 6 - Patiently Waiting
In This Pose:
• The groom is posed looking up with hands clasped patiently
waiting for his bride.
• A classic shot of the groom highlighting his fresh pressed suit,
every detail in place, and perfectly “groomed”.

The Kids - Innocence

In This Pose:
• Yes it is possible to pose children… not easy, but possible!

Tell us what you like!
These are just some of our favorite poses, certainly there are endless
possibilities and we love being creative! If you have a favorite pose
that you really want on your special day, save it, screen shot it, or
send it to us and we will be happy to recreate it for you!
The beauty of weddings is that none of them are the same,
different locations, different people, different decor, different colors,
and different emotions! Thats what we hope to capture for you on your
wedding day.

